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Abstract: Three ways out of the Free Rider Problem have been 
suggested thus far: initial stakes, private benefits, and pivotal 
shareholder situations. While all preceding papers only allowed a 
limited number of moves and countermoves by the contestants, we 
eliminate this artificial constraint. We find that i) this new 
feature invalidates the pivotal shareholder model; ii) also 
private benefits can no longer provide an incentive to bid, since 
the ultimate bid price eliminates any such benefits; and iii) 
therefore the initial toehold is a sine qua non for any hostile 
take-over. Interestingly, this outcome does not require 
competition among bidders: for instance, a token defence by the 
incumbent management is sufficient. Finally, we present some 
Belgian empirical evidence consistent with our theoretical 
analysis. 



ON BIDDERS' INCENTIVES IN MULTI-STAGE TAKE-OVER BIDS 

Introduction: 

In a seminal paper, Grossman and Hart(1980] raise the Free Rider 

problem: why do small shareholders tender at all if the value of 

the reorganised firm can be predicted to exceed the offer price; 

and why do bidders launch a bid when the bid price exceeds the 

value of the reorganised firm? There are at least three ways out 

of this dilemma. 

* First, the bidder may have the advantage of an initial toehold. 

Since he bought these shares at the (low) pre-bid price, he can 

afford to buy some shares at a price exceeding the post-bid 

price. 

* Second, if the controlling group can extract private benefits 

(Grossman and Hart[l980]) (perks and bonuses, transfer pricing 

policies with related companies, non-pecuniary benefits, etc.), 

there is an incentive for the bidder to offer more than the 

"security" value (present value of dividends and the like) of 

the reorganised firm. To prevent free-riding, the bidder just 

has to announce a security value lower than the bid price; such 

a bid is close, in spirit, to a two-tiered bid. 

* Finally, there may be a pivotal shareholders equilibrium 

(Bagnoli and Lipman[l988], Kovenock[l984]), where the bidder 

gets an exact majority (rather than full ownership) although 

the bid price is below the new security value. If aggregate 

tendering achieves an exact majority, nobody will increase the 

tendered amount, because of the carrot of an additional post

bid capital gain on the non-tendered stocks; and the stick that 

prevents anybody to decrease the tendered amount is that then 

the bid irrevocably fails. 

The model with just one (take-it-or-leave-it) bid has been 

extended by adding counterbids from the controlling group or by 



white knights (e.g. Giammarino and Heinkel[l986], Stulz[l988], 

Harris and Raviv[l988], and the above papers). We however feel 

there may be more to say about the models. First, managers can 

(an usually do) also defend themselves by announcing a (self

imposed or internal) reorganisation policy. Internal 

reorganisations fit into the "private benefit'' models, and can be 

interpreted as a reshufflement of total value from the 

controlling group towards the outside shareholders. We show that, 

in an atomistic shareholders model, reorganisations are not 

effective as a means of defence, but that, in a pivotal 

shareholder/partial buy-out model a reorganisation is a perfect 

substitute to a counterbid. 

More crucially, though, the above papers only allow for an 

exogenously limited number of moves or countermoves -- usually 

one bid and one counterbid. This approach does capture some of 

the dynamics, but may not be entirely innocent. In reality, any 

counterbid or reorganisation plan can also be followed by new 

bids from the initial bidder, and these may lead to new 

reorganisation plans or counterbids. Similarly, any failed 

initial bid from the bidder can be followed by a revised bid even 

if there was no countermove. In short, there is in fact no 

exogenously imposed cap on the number of moves. To be true, in 

reality lengthy strings of bids and countermoves are not 

observed; but this should be explained by the fact that, in the 

bidding process, the contestants' decisions do already take into 

account the implicit option to re-bid or to counterbid. In fact, 

as there is no point in making an offer that can be predicted to 

be rejected or to be topped by other contestants, in our analysis 

there still will be just one bid; but that bid will be different 

than the offer that would have been made if the option to rebid 

or to counterbid were not there. 

We will demonstrate that, if we allow any number of moves, 

i) this feature invalidates the pivotal shareholder model (with 

partial buyout); 



ii) under the atomistic shareholder model, the only incentive 

left is the capital gain on the initial stake. That is, the 

toehold is a necessary prerequisite, and private benefits are 

no longer a sufficient incentive to bid; and 

iii) the (unique) successful bid price corresponding to ii) is 

realised independently of the degree of competition among 

potential bidders; we only need a token defence from the 

currently controlling group. 

In short, once we forhget about (irrealistic) exogenous caps on 

the number of moves, our results i) and ii) contradict widely 

accepted models, while iii) contradicts conventional wisdom about 

the necessity of competition among bidders to extract a maximum 

price. 

A third way in which the analysis can be deepened is by looking 

at bargaining between the current management and the bidder. As 

this presents an even more radical departure from the standard 

approach, we'll discuss this in a separate paper; so we rule out 

such bargaining for present purposes. 

The text is organised as follows. Section one describes the 

setting, and the general properties that should hold under any 

bid scenario. Section two discusses the atomistic shareholder 

model under various assumptions about the available choices. The 

pivotal shareholder model is analysed in section three. Section 

four looks at the empirical evidence for all post-war take-overs 

in Belgium. Section five concludes the paper. 

1. Assumptions and General Properties 

1.1. Certainty. 

The general framework is a standard model sinilar to the one used 

by Grossman and Hart(1980] or Bagnoli and Lipman[1988]: the bid 

takes no time, and all parties concerned are informed about and 



agree on the efrects of the takeover. Furthermore, everyone has 

rational expFctations. Hence the outcome of the fight is known 

with certa\nty, and only pure (as opposed to mixed) tendering 

strateg~t.es are optimal. 

1.2. The Bid as a means of acquiring control. 

we consider a target firm governed by a simple one share, one 

vote rule. In keeping with most of the the literature, we 

consider bids as the only means of acquiring control 1 ; this means 

that, if the bidder loses the contest, the possibility of 

acquiring control over the targetis lost forever 2 • Accordingly, 

the bid succeeds iff it acquires 50% of all stock plus one share. 

The bid we consider is a simple bid for all shares 1 conditional 

on B acquiring a majority. To make a bid strategy at all 

feasible, we assume that nobody initially holds more than 50%. 

1.3. The Players and their stakes 

The board of the target firm is initially dominated by its 

largest shareholder, C ( 3 ). The bidder B is defined as the 

individual or group that can offer the highest price for.the 

firm, taking into account both the total value (private and 

security value) he or she can realise and the possible advantage 

of the initial stake. Since this paper only discusses bids, we 

rule out bargaining between B and C. Finally, there are third 

shareholders, denoted by a generic T. Various scenarios are 

possible here: 

* In the atomistic models, no individual third shareholder T can 

1. The only exception is Harris and Raviv[1988), where control is allocated 
through a voting process. 
2. This assumption is implicit in all cited models that impose an 
exogenous limit on the number of moves. 
3. Or if there is a third shareholder with a larger block, this third person 
is not interested in effective control. 



affect the outcome of the bid, or at least ignores that effect; 

these shareholders act as if they had zero measure. 

* In non-atomistic shareholder models, the measure is positive, 

i.e. the investors take into account the possible impact of 

their decision on the success of the bid. To avoid any semantic 

confusion, let's state the subclasses in this model: 

- in a "pivotal shareholder" model, with an exact majority for 

the bidder, everybody who tendered can affect the outcome of 

the bid given the decisions of the others. This well-known 

scenario has a bid price below the future security value. 

- when re-bidding is possible, a new scenario emerges, with a 

bid price above the security value, and leading to a full 

buyout. This scenario will turn out to the same implications 

as the full-buyout atomistic case. 

Denote 

ax (where X = C,B,T) = X's initial shareholdings as a 

percentage of all voting stock, 

bT = the non-zero amounts tendered to B by a third 

shareholder, 

b = total tendered amount to B, 

cT = bT/aT, the fraction of tendered shares for a third 

shareholder T. 

Bx (where X=C,B) = the additional private benefits, derived 

by X when and only when controlling the company, 

N = the total number of shares outstanding 

p (or sometimes px) = a bid value defined as bid price per 

share times the total number of shares outstanding, 

Sx (where X=C,B) = the security value (present value of the 

dividends and/or repurchases) of the firm when X 

controls the company. Sc is the current security value, 

before any possible reorganisation (see below). SB is 

the bidder's announced security value4 • 

4. One problem in this literature is the credibility of such an announcement. 
As standard, we somehow assume a binding contract. Note that our final result 
of full buy-out tenders takes most of the sting out of this problem. 



Vx = Bx + Sx the total value of the firm when run by X. 

Our first assumption was that B and C cannot get 50% by joining 

forces; for similar reasons, we assume that nobody can block a 

bid or counterbid irrespectively of the others' decisions by 

adding his shareholdings to those of B or C: 

(1) for any single shareholder s: aa+ac < .5, aB+aa < .5 

1.4. Total Value and Private Benefits 

The next restriction is that we look at a genuine take-over 

situation rather than at a greenmail situation. The traditional 

role of a take-over is to improve the performance of the company. 

This improved performance will lead to higher dividends and/or 

private benefits to the controlling shareholders, that is, to a 

higher total value. We accordingly assume 

The firm's total value, and in particular Vc, is interpreted as 

the maximum value that current management can extract from the 

firm's current assets. In the private benefits models, Be 

therefore includes also non-pecuniary benefits such as 

management's easy life etc (valued as the net present value of 

foregone profitable decisions) or managerial mis-uses of the 

shareholders' money. The rise in total value, conversely, must 

then be due to B's superior skills, or to other synergy gains. 

This somewat generalised definition of value does not drive our 

main results. We merely use this definition of total value to 

model reorganisations. Indeed, current management, threatened by 

a take-over, may repent its ways by reducing pecuniary private 

5. Note that VB>Vc does not necessarily require SB>Sc. In a pivotal model, B 
may indeed get away with a carrot-and-stick policy of SB>p>Sc; but in an 
atomistic, full buy-out model, B may announce SB<Sc. 



benefits and/or by simply working harder and better. More 

formally, the firm's management C may defend itself by announcing 

a "reorganisation policy" R, promising henceforth S'c=Sc+R to the 

security holders, and B'a=Ba-R for itself. For instance, if R=Bc, 

the management works flat out and doesn't extract any abnormal 

private benefits from the firm anymore; and the shareholders as a 

group get S'c=Vc. The only possible extra overall gain, after 

such a complete reorganisation, is the pure synergy gain Va-Vc>O, 

which can be realised by a take-over only6 • 

In the remainder of this section, we'll formally ignore the 

effects of possible reorganisations; in what follows, Sc should 

be replaced by S'c if a reorganisation has already taken place. 

1.5. Counterbids 

In most of the paper, we will also allow for counterbids by a 

white knight. The only white knight considered here is C itself. 

This is without loss of generality. Indeed, even with C as the 

only white knight we can already show that, taking into account 

the existence of counterbids and revised bids, any successful 

offer should fully reflect the total value to the bidder 

(independently of the value to incumbent management C). 

Conversely, by our definition of the bidder, B has the highest 

reservation price, so adding third contestants cannot alter the 

outcome of the game. 

B's reservation value is identified as follows. We define a bid 

value, p, as the bid price per share times the total number of 

6. From a purely technical point of view, Be represents no upper bound on R. 
We could indeed imagine negative private benefits: a besieged management could 
for instance reverse its transfer pricing policy with related companies, or 
could work for abnormally low wages. And if these examples are a bit bird-in
the-bush, we can easily add some more bird-in-hand examples: C can agree to 
subscribe to new shares at inflated prices, and\or let the company repurchase 
stocks from him or her at bargain prices. The question clearly is under wat 
scenario this could be rational; but it can be done. 



outstanding shares; that is, if a fraction b ~ .5-aa of the 

shares are tendered, the bidder pays p.b for this packet. The net 

gain to the bidder then equals the net post-bid value of B's 

position (the new security value of b's shares, (b+aa)Sa, plus 

the private benefits Ba, minus the outlays for the tendered 

shares, p.b), minus the initial value of the toehold, as Sc : 

net gain= [(aa+b) Sa+ Ba- p b] -as Sc b > .5-aa 

The maximum bid price Pmax therefore is the one which reduces the 

net gain to zero: 

( 3 ) P < Prna:x: = Sa + 
Ba + aa(Sa - Sc) 

b 
I b > .5-aa 

We will further elaborate on PMa~ when we discuss the various 

models. 

1.6. Feasible bid prices 

All values are measured on a discrete scale, in the smallest 

possible payable unit. For instance, if all share prices and bid 

prices per share cannot be finessed to less than cents, and if 

10,000 shares are outstanding, any achievable value p or S must 

be a multiple of $100; accordingly, in the present paper all 

these values would be measured in units of $100. This means that 

bid values p are integers and cannot increase by less than one 

unit; conversely, unity plays the role traditionally taken by the 

"small number" epsilon when stock prices are approximated as 

being continuous. It is understood that S, B, etc. are "very 

large" as compared to this base unit, i.e. 

(4) S, B, p , Va-Vc >> 1. 

Again, this assumption is not crucial; its only purpose is to 



avoid the use of terms like "Pma.x: minus two epsilons". In some 

countries, such as Belgium, legislation does prescribe that 

successive bid values have to increase by at least g%; this 

wrinkle does not materially alter the results as long as the 

percentage remains "small" as compared to the synergy gain. 

1.7. Multiple Equilibria and Rationality. 

When counterbids are possible, multiple equilibria can emerge. To 

see the problem, look at the pay-off matrix for a small 

shareholder when B has made a bid Ps (> Ss) and C a counterbid pc 

(> Sc)· The column maxima are shown in italics: 

tender to B 

tender to C 

don't tender 

B wins C wins 

Sc<pc 

Pc 
Sc<pc 

no bid succeeds 

Sc 

Sc 

Sc 

If all small shareholders tender to B, nobody has an incentive to 

change the individual decision; so this situation is an 

equilibrium. Of course the same holds if all small shareholders 

tender to C. In short, there are two possible equilibria. We need 

an assumption here, viz. that C cannot possibly hope to pull off 

the counterbid unless pc ~ ps+l. Without this restriction C could 

in fact announce a "reverse" reorganisation with S'c=l, and then 

counterbid with pc=2; and we wouldn't even be able to rule out 

that this countermove succeeds. More specifically, the assumption 

we add is that, faced with multiple possible equilibria, all 

small shareholders will assume that the other will act rationally 

and go for the highest bid; given this expectation, they will 

then also tender to the best bidder themselves 7 • 

We now turn to the discussion of the two main classes of models. 

7. Again, this assumption is implicit in all papers with 
countermoves. 



2. Atomistic Shareholder Models 

We first review three general properties of this class of models. 

* First, the bid price PB has to exceed the new security value 

SB, in order to prevent free-riding. 

* Second, under an atomistic scenario with an offer price 

exceeding the post-bid security price, all third shareholders 

will tender -- even if pB and SB are below the current security 

value Sc 8 • Since the bidder has announced a post-bid price 

below the bid value, also C will then tender; indeed, with B 

now in control, C will lose his private benefits, so that the 

relevant comparison basis for him just is SB (< PB)· In short, 

the bid will result in a full buy-out. 

* Third, if B knows that the outcome is a complete buy-out model, 

the reservation price Pma~ =(>)VB if aB = (>) 0 ( 9 ). 

Under an atomistic model, the most general restrictions on any 

successful bid therefore are 

(5) Sa+l < Pa < Pma~ ~VB (with Pmax = Va iff aa=O) 

Note that, if private benefits are possible and if accordingly SB 

8. To see the point, look at a scenario with just one bid, and consider the 
pay-off matrix for the small shareholders: 

tender 
don't tender 

B fails 
So 
So 

B succeeds 

So everybody will tender if pB>SB, whatever the relation to Sa. For example, 
Philips succeeded in fully buying back its German subsidiary, and Societe 
Generale de Belgique in fully buying Tanks, at prices below the pre-bid stock 
prices. From the pay-off matrix, this is fully rational; conversely, we don't 
need a two-tiered bid for this. 
9. We start from the general maximum-bid equation (3), and set b=1-aB (full 
buy-out); after some rearrangement: 

(SB+BB) - So VB - So = VB, aB=Q 
Pm.ax So + ------------ So + ------- { 

1 - aB 1 - aB > VB, aB>O 



is endogenous, there is no meaningful lower bound on pB; for 

instance, under the assumption of no countermoves and no chance 

to re-bid, SB=1 and pB=2 (<< Vc < VB) will do. This absurd result 

probably serves to stress the necessity of adding counterbids and 

revised bids to the model. Of course, in a model without private 

benefits, SB is fixed at VB, and there is a lower bound on the 

offer (PBr SB)~ 0 • 

So with just one last-chance bid and no possible defence, any bid 

satisfying (5) will succeed. For ease of reference, we will coin 

this the [1,0] scenario. Other situations allow for one (take it 

or leave it) counterbid (the [1,1] scenario), or for additional 

bids if the previous bid fails (scenario [ ,0]). Scenario [ 

then combines both features. 

2.1. The [1,11 scenario: One Bid, One Countermove 

Start from an initial bid pa, but allow for just one possible 

counterbid. At the least, this price pa has to satisfy the 

success requirements of the [1,0] scenario as summarised in (5). 

When a counterbid is possible, we however generally have to 

consider C's reaction too. 

* First, C may launch a counterbid at pc ~ pa+1. From the 

rationality assumption for multiple equilibria, the counterbid 

succeed in attracting the small shareholders, so that C 

acquires control over the company. B's toehold would 

consequently be worth Sc if he doesn't tender; and since pc > 

Sc, also B therefore tenders. In short, C acquires all shares, 

and the net value of the company to C after a successful 

10. This does not contradict the rationality assumption made before. That 
assumption refers to multiple equilibria, and does not apply here. Under a 
rationality approach, all atomistic shareholders at first sight would "expect" 
the others not to tender. Still, given this expectations every single 
shareholder has an interest in tendering his shares anyway. So there are no 
two equilibria to choose from. 



counterbid is 

(6) Successful counterbid value to C 

= Vc - (l-ac) pc, pc > pa+l 

* Alternatively, C may decide not to fight back. As Pa > Sa, C 

cannot have any incentive to keep a stake in the company, so he 

or she sells out to B. C's block of shares then is worth 

Sell-out Value to C = ac pa 

The bidder therefore knows that there will be no counterbid if, 

even with the smallest possible increase pc = pa+l, 

(7) Vc- (1-ac)(pa+l) < ac pa 

or if Pa ~ Sc +Be- (l-ac) = Vc- (l-ac)· Finally, as Pa has to 

be an integer number, 

( 8) Pa ~ Vc 

Clearly, B has no incentive to bid more than Vc, and sets pa=Vc. 

In addition, he has to announce a private benefits poliqy such 

that Sa < pa = Vc. To summarise: 

(9) [1,1], atomistic: Pa = Vc (with Vc < Va < P=ax) 

Sa < Pa 

It is easily checked that under the terms summarised by (9), all 

shareholders receive their proportional share in the total 

potential value under the incumbent management, Vc; conversly, C 

has to surrender the "illegitimate" part of Be, (1-ac)Bc, to the 

other parties in proportion to their shareholdings. In addition, 

B gets all the synergy gains. To illustrate the last point: 



B's gain = [VB - (1-aB)Vc] - [aBSc] 

= (VB-Vc) + aB(Vc-Sc) 

So in the current model either private benefits or an initial 

stake aB>O still suffice to give B an incentive. 

Proposition 1. With a last-chance bid and the possibility of one 

counterbid, the successful offer (pB, SB) satisfies SB < p = Vc 

and leads to a full buy-out. The bidder keeps all the synergy 

gains, and also acquires a share in the former private benefits. 

Let's now consider a reorganisation as a possible alternative to 

a counterbid. Our interest in reorganisations was spawned by the 

fact that they are in fact used as means of defense, and by the 

fact that they look a lot like counterbids. With a counterbid, 

the besieged management gives the small shareholders cash in 

hand; while with a reorganisation they promise them higher 

dividends in the future. From C's point of view, the difference 

is immaterial. Indeed, if C announces a new value S'c = Sc+R > pB 

to the small shareholders, and B'B = BB-R to themselves, and if 

the reorganisation succeeds in luring back the small 

shareholders, C gets the new security value plus whatever is left 

of the private benefits: 

(10) Value to C, Reorganised = ac S'c + (Vc-S'c) 

= Vc (1-ac)S'c 

This looks exactly like (6), except that S'c now takes the place 

of pc. From the small shareholders' point of view, however, the 

alternatives do look very different: in the reorganisation case 

their pay-off matrix looks like11 : 

11. One obvious difference has to do with agency problems: for a 
reorganisation to be as credible as a counterbid, costly bonding and 
monitoring of perks, wages, transfer prices etc may be necessary. However, we 
could conceive other types of redistributing wealth from C to the other 
shareholders; for instance, C may agree to subscribe to new stock at inflated 
prices, and then to let the firm buy back these shares at abnormally low 
prices; given adequate equal-treatment laws, such a move would be 



B fails B succeeds 

tender S'c 
don't tender S'c 

Since pa>Sa, the strategy to tender to B still dominates the 

strategy of not tendering, however much S'c may exceed Pa· So the 
reorganisation will not help at all in luring back the small 

shareholders. With a reorganisation, the pay-off to the small 

shareholder if B loses always is S'c, so the small shareholders' 

strategy is solely based on a comparison of Sa and pa; whereas 

with a counterbid, the pay-off if B loses could be pc or Sc 

depending on what the small shareholder decided (see the pay-off 

matrix in the discussion of the rationality assumption, section 

1.7). In that sense, a reorganisation has one instrument less 

than a counterbid. We conclude with 

Proposition 2: Although from C's point of view a successful 

reorganisation looks the same as a successful counterbid with 

pc=S'c, a reorganisation will not convince the small shareholders 

even if there are no agency problems. 

2.2. Scenario r ,OJ: Any Number of Bids, no Countermoves 

If B starts with pa ~ Sa+l, the bid would succeed if it were a 

last chance bid. If revised bids are possible, it is in the 

shareholders' collective interest not to tender any shares. But, 

because of the Prisoner's Dilemma, nobody will actually refuse to 

tender. Indeed, if the bid succeeds and Ps ~ Ss+l, the small 

shareholders are better off if _they have tendered, and if the bid 

fails, B gives back the tendered shares, and nothing is lost. So 

although it is in the shareholders' collective interest not to 

tender, everybody has an incentive to tender given the others' 

decisions. Therefore any offer satisfying pa > Ss+l will still be 

irreversible. 



sufficient for a successful bid; the availability of an unlimited 

number of possible rounds here doesn't affect the outcome~ 2 • 

Proposition 3: In the absence of countermoves, atomistic 

shareholders cannot exploit B's option to re-bid, and will tender 

to the first offer (e.g. SB=1, pB=2). 

The conclusions from the [1,1] and [ ,0] model do change 

radically when we combine both options, i.e. when there may be 

counterbids after every bid or revised bid. 

2.3. The f 1 Scenario: Any Number of Bids and Counterbids 

From the [1,1] case, B has to open the game with at least 

pB.~=Vc. As shown before, if B cannot re-bid, C wili prefer to 

tender, since counterbidding with pc = pB,~+1 would leave him 

worse off. But if B can re-bid, C can safely bluff with a pc = 
pB,~+1 = Vc+1 to the small shareholders. To be true, if B calls 

C's bluff, C would be worse off than when he had tendered. But C 

knows that B will not call the game -- or not yet call the game: 

B has ample gains left, and will reply with pB,2 = Vc+2. In fact, 

in a model where bids are the only means to achieve control, and 

where control is allocated forever to the winner of the ongoing 

contest, B has to top C's counteroffer --otherwise he loses the 
gain forever. But C can then again bluff, and so on, as long as 

he is sure that B will top the counterbid. 

Clearly B will no longer come back when the reservation price 

Pmax is reached. But in fact B will stop sooner than that: for 

every counterbid price pc, also B can now compare two possible 

12. Again, this does not contradict the rationality assumption made before. 
Under a rationality approach, all atomistic shareholders at first sight would 
"expect" the others to wait. Still, given this expectations every single 
shareholder has an interest in tendering his shares anyway, so nobody would in 
fact wait, and everybody would know this fact. So there are no two equilibria 
to choose from. 



responses: 

* either B does sell out to C, and gets aB pc 

* or B bids again, hoping to end up with VB-(1-aB)pB, pB~c+l 

The outcome of this line of reasoning is predictable. If B opens 

with a low price pB, C can safely counter with a bid Pc as long 

as B can rationally come back. i.e. as long as there exists a 

possible new bid price Ps = pc+l such that 

VB- (1-aB)(pc+l) > aB Pc 

That is, 

any pc < VB - (l-ac) is a safe counterbid 

In other words, if B starts with a bid price PB below VB-1, C can 

safely counterbid with pc = VB-1, forcing B to come back with 

pB=VB. If B opens with pB = VB-1, in contrast, C can no longer 

counterbid with pc=VB, because B would then call C's bluff 

indeed: for B, selling out at VB is better than re-bidding at 

VB+l. So B has to open with pB=Vs-1: 

( 11) [ I ], atomistic, counterbids: SB < PB = Vs-1. 

This does not quite mean that the small investors are out of the 

Prisoners' Dilemma. If they had been able to form an enforceable 

cartel contract, they would have been able to let B bid up to his 

reservation price, Pmax• This doesn't happen here. Still, the 

small shareholders are better off, or B is worse off, when C is 

expected to use his option to repeatedly counterbid. B still has 

his share in the private benefits, and the "security" capital 

gain: 

B's gain= [VB-(1-aB)(VB-1)] - [aB Sc] 

= aB(VB-Sc) + (l-ac) 

= aB[(VB-SB) + (Ss-Sc)] + (l-ac) 



Note that, although this reward formally contains a private 

benefit term Va-Sa, B can benefit from this gain only if aa is 

positive. Alternatively, the "private benefits" term here is a 

purely pro forma thing, because with a full buy-out the 

distiction between private and security value is devoid of any 

economic meaning; the only role of Sa here is to provide the 

stick of a "two-tier" offer, forcing the shareholders to tender. 

We conclude that, apart from the epsilon term (1-aa), the initial 

stake is a necessary condition for any bid. 

Proposition 4: When B may re-bid and C can counterbid, the only 

rational offer is Sa < Pa =Va-l. This can only happen when B has 

an initial stake; or conversely private benefits in themselves 

are no longer sufficient for B to have an incentive. 

We now turn to the question whether our final result depends on 

the atomistic shareholder assumption. 

3. Pivotal Shareholder Models 

All the above.assumed that no shareholder can alter the outcome 

of the game, so that they either all tender, or do not tender at 

all. In the present and next sections, we look at investors who 

do take into account the impact of their decisions on the success 

of the bid. A first case is the pivotal shareholder model. 

Kovenock[84] and Bagnoli and Lipman[88] show that, there may be 

equilibria under which the aggregate number of shares bT, 

tendered by some or all third shareholders T to B, exactly equals 

(.5- aa + 1/N), N being the total number of shares. Each of them 

is pivotal, since reducing the tendered amount would sink the 

deal. 

In what follows, we will initially assume that C is not pivotal. 

This is without loss of generality. Indeed, even when C is not 



pivotal, we already get very strong results when we add re

bidding. And, as will be briefly shown, when C is alr~ady 

pivotal, he will neither reorganise nor counterbid. 

A first condition for a partial tendering equilibrium is that, if 

an individual pivotal shareholder T tenders an amount bT, then 

from T's point of view, the offer from B to T must dominate a 

failed bid: 

or 

In short, 

for any tendering T 

If (12) is met, then given the others' decisions no tendering 

shareholder has an incentive to reduce the tendered amount. 

A second condition for a partial-tendering equilibrium is that T 

must have no incentive to increase the tendered amounts either. 

We must distinguish two cases here: 

* ac = .5-1/N, that is, C narrowly misses an exact majority. For 

B to get his .5+1/N majority, all third shareholders must fully 

tender (cT=1, all T). In this case, none of them can increase 

the tendered amount, and (12) in itself describes an 

equilibrium. 

* Under the less unlikely case ac < .5-1/N, there must also be 

third shareholders who don't tender (and free-ride on the 

other's efforts), or some or most of the third shareholders 

tender only part of their shares; this requires an incentive, 

(13) P:e. < Sa 

Equations (12) and (13) are compatible iff Sa > Sc, a 



constraint not present in the atomistic [1,0] model. Given 

this, the non-pivotal shareholders (C, and maybe others) can 

free-ride on the others' tenderings. Also, knowing that SB>Sc 

we see that the critical pivotal shareholder is the one with 

the highest ratio aT/bT, that is, the pivotal shareholder who 

tenders the largest fraction of his shareholdings and therefore 

gets the lowest average price cT pB+(1-cT) SB for his block. 

Let's therefore order the pivotal shareholders on the basis of 

decreasing cT, with c1 standing for the critical (largest) cT 

by c1; we can then summarise the constraints as 

(14) [1,0], pivotal: 

* if all cT=1: Sc < PB 

* otherwise: Ss - (Ss-Sc)/c1 < ps < Ss , implying SB > Sc 

(where c1 is the largest ratio bT/aT across all T) 

In the next subsections we'll again look at the additional 

constraints generated by a multi-stage game. To better understand 

the similarities and differences, let's first summarise the [1,0] 

pivotal shareholder model into the pay-off matrix below. The 

states of the world are summarised on the basis of the other 

third shareholders' aggregate tenderings. In the left column, 

these are zero, or so small that T can't get B his majority even 

by full tendering. At the other extreme, the others my have 

tendered so much that the bid succeeds whatever T does. In these 

extreme columns, T is not pivotal, notwithstanding his non-zero 

measure. The middle column represents the pivotal shareholder 

case, where T can make or unmake the deal by adding or 

withdrawing his pivotal bit bT ( 13 ). The entry "mean" is short 

for cTps + (1-cT)S; "mean" represents a value in-between Ps and 

Ss. 

13. This power over the outcome of the game is, per definition, 
absent in an atomistic shareholder model -- which is why, before, 
we had 2x2 matrices rather than the present 3x3 matrix. 



tender 0% 
tender partially 
tender 100% 

The other shareholders tender 

not nearly 
enough 

key: 

Sc 
Sc 
Sc 

possibly 
enough 

Sc 
mean(>Sc,pB) 

PB 

more than 
enough 

SB 
mean(>Sc,pB) 

PB 

PB < mean < SB; mean > Sc 

Obviously, in the middle colums T has every incentive to top up 

the others' aggregate tendered amounts into an exact majority. 

Since this holds for any T, partial tendering is a genuine 

equilibrium. In the right hand column, in contrast, every single 

T has an incentive to free-ride; but if all individuals react 

that way, the bid fails; in short, this cannot be an equilibrium. 

If all T do withdraw their tendered amounts, we would then end up 

in the first entry on the left, which is a failed bid and does 

represent a second possible equilibrium. 

Since we have two possible equilibria, we can't predict the 

outcome yet. One step towards a unique equilibrium solution is to 

invoke the rationality assumption (section 1.7), which would 

suggest a successful bid as the ultimate outcome. But there is no 

story how the exact majority is achieved, or howmuch is tendered 

by every individual T. This makes the model a bit of a black box. 

Still, in a true [1,0] scenario the bidder wouldn't attempt such 

a bid if he weren't sure about the outcome~ 4 ; so in addition to 

rationality, we will give B also the benefit of knowledge of all 

individual supply functions. With these combined assumptions, the 

pivotal shareholder model does work. 

It is interesting to compare the present strategy (with pB < SB) 

to the alternative (with pB > SB)• For one thing, B should 

already have checked which strategy is cheaper; and moreover 

we'll need the outcome of the second alternative in the next 

14. Also in the case with shareholders with non-zero measure, B 
has the option to bid with pB>SB. See below. 



sections. The long and short of this is that, when pa>Sa, the 

shareholders will react as if they were atomistic, 

notwithstanding their non-zero measure. To see this, start from 

the payoff matrix when pa>Sa; formally, the entries are the same 

as before, but now the column maxima (in italics) are of course 

in different locations because, by assumption, pa now exceeds Sa: 

tender 0% 
tender partially 
tender 100% 

The other shareholders tender 

not nearly 
enough 

key: 

Sc 
Sc 
Sc 

possibly 
enough 

Sc 
mean 

pa 

Sa < mean < pa 

more than 
enough 

Sa 
mean 

Pa 

If pa>Sa, the entire row with partial tendering is dominated by 

the row corresponding to full tendering; this allows us to 

eliminate the second row. If nobody tenders partially, then, the 

second column can de discarded too. We then end up with the 2x2 

matrix of the atomistic shareholder case, where the strategy of 

fully tendering dominates the strategy of not to tender at all. 

This proves our claim. 

A corollary is that, when Sa can be determined by B without any 

contraints, the [1,0] pivotal model cannot be rational. Indeed, 

if Sa is endogenous, then an "atomistic"-type offer with Sa=1, 

pa=2 should succeed, which cannot possibly be more expensive than 

the pivotal shareholder offer. Conversly, in a [1,0] scenario, 

B's choice of a strategy with pa<Sa must mean that Sa=1 isn't 

possible; and the only obvious explanation seems to be the 

absence of private benefits (so that Sa has to equal the 

exogenous total value Va). 

Of course, C's countermoves can impose a lower bound on Sa too, 

and may therefore give another rationale for pivotal-shareholder 

bids. This is discussed in the next section. 



3.1 The [1,11 scenario. 

Let's first consider the option to reorganise. As opposed to the 

atomistic shareholder class of models, a reorganisation can work 

here. To see this, consider the new pay-off matrix for a pivotal 

shareholder, where the irrelevant rows and columns with full 

tendering have already been discarded. In pay-off matrices like 

these, "n.a." stands for "not applicable", or "impossible": 

don't tender 

tender bT 

B wins 

n.a. 

B loses 

S'c 

n.a. 

Because of the missing entries, the pivotal shareholders will 

decide differently than atomistic shareholders; they only have to 

compare the mean price, cTpa + (1-cT)Sa, to S'c. In other words, 

with pivotal shareholders a reorganisation can work, whereas it 

couldn't in the other class of models. 

B therefore knows that he has to offer a pa and Sa such that for 

every pivotal shareholder 

CT Pa + (1 - CT) Sa > S'c~a~ 

where S'c~ax is the highest possible S'c that C can rationally 

offer. As before, this leads to 

for any tendering T 

The reservation S'c is found from the by now familiar argument 

that C must be no worse off, if his countermove succeeds, than 

when free-riding on B's offer15 : 

15. We initially assumed that C is not pivotal, soC free-rides. 



Vc - (l-ac) S'c=a~ = ac Ss 

or 

(16) S'cmax = 
1 - ac 

If we substitute (16) into (15) and simplify, we find 

Ss - Vc 
Ps > Ss - -------

C1(1-ac) 

Unless ac=.S-1/N (i.e., all cT equal unity), we still need Ps < 

Ss. The above constraint can be compatible with ps < Ss iff Ss > 

Vc, which is a stronger condition than the previous Ss > Sc. We 

can therefore summarise our results as follows: 

(17) [1,1] pivotal shareholder model with reorganisations: 

Ss - Vc 
* Ps > Ss - if all cT=l <==> ac=.S-1/N, and 

(l-ac) 

Ss - Vc 
* Ss > Ps > Ss - -------- implying Ss > Vc, otherwise 

C1(l-ac) 

Let's now ckeck whether the option to counterbid adds anything. C 

could reply with a pure counterbid aimed at a full buy-out (i.e. 

pc>Sc), or with a partial buy-out counterbid (with pc<S'c)· First 

assume a policy with full buy-out, when nobody would be pivotal 

in C's counterbid. The analysis is fully analogous to the 

reorganisation case: B knows that his offer has to beat 

(aT Pcmax), with C's reservation Pcmax identified exactly as 

before. That is, by substituting Pcmax for S'cma~ in the above 

analysis, we get the same result (17) as before. 

For the case of a counterbid with pc < S'c, any tendering 

shareholder T may be pivotal in C's bid too. But, since C needs 

less shares than B, there may be equilibria where T free-rides. 



The row "tender to B" means tendering enough so that B wins, 

given the others' tenderings, and likewise for the row ''tender to 

C". Finally, T may not tender to either B or c. For simplicity, 

we again discard the irrelevant rows and columns with full 

tendering. Accordingly, the pay-off matrix looks like (where dT 

is the fraction of shares tendered to C if T is pivotal in C's 

bid~ 6 ): 

B wins c wins nobody wins 

tender to B cTpa+(l-cT)Sa n.a. n.a. 

tender to c n.a. dTpc+(l-dT)S'c S'c\n.a.("") 

don't tender n.a. S'c\n.a.(*) S'c 

*: if T is not pivotal inC's counterbid, S'c applies, 
otherwise "n.a." is relevant 

Since, by assumption, S'c exceeds pc, no pivotal shareholder will 

ever tender to C; rather, they will free-ride on C's 

reorganisation to obtain S'c > dTpc+(l-dT)S'c. So a counterbid of 

the type pc>S'c is, de facto, just a reorganisation. It follows 

that our previous result (17) still holds. 

All the above assumed that C is not pivotal. If C is pivotal and 

there are private benefits, the option to counterbid (or to 

reorganise) is worthless and doesn't add anything. Indeed, if c 
is pivotal, B's offer must already be more attractive than the 

value of C's shares in the firm "as is"; a fortiori, then, B's 

offer to C then is more attractive than the value of C's shares 

if C has to counterbid or to reorganise. 

Proposition 5: When C can reorganise or counterbid and is not 

pivotal, and when B has only one chance to bid, a pivotal 

shareholder equilibrium has to satisfy 

S:e - Vc 
* Pa > Ss - --------

(l-ac) 

16. Even in a counterbid with pc<Sc, not all third shareholders 
need be pivotal; some may free-ride. 



S:e - Vc 
* S:e > P:e > S:e - -------- ' otherwise 

c:L(l-ac) 
implying S:e > Vc 

If c is pivotal, a countermove is worthless, as the above 

constraints are already met without countermoves. 

3.2. The r ,OJ Scenario 

A crucial ingredient in the pivotal equilibrium is the last

chance characteristic of a bid; otherwise T's incentive to tender 

(or, put negatively, the threat of no gains at all) is missing. 

When any pivotal shareholder T however knows that B will revise 

his bid, he or she has an incentive to withdraw the offer, and to 

wait for a better bid. And T does know that B will come back, as 

long as a revised bid would leave the bidder at least some gains. 

SoB would have to increase p:e (and/or S:e, if S:e is endogenous). 

This means that, in the pay-off matrix, the entries Sc are now 

replaced by an unspecified "better offer": 

tender 0% 
tender partially 
tender 100% 

key: 

The other shareholders tender 

not nearly possibly more than 
enough enough enough 

better offer better offer S:e 
better offer mean mean 
better offer P:e P:e 

P:e < mean < S:e; mean < better offer 

So even if the other shareholder, taken together, offer enough 

such that T may become pivotal, T will now refuse to tender. This 

rules out a pivotal shareholder equilibrium as long as a better 

offer is forthcoming. The only possible outcome is a failed bid. 

At first sight, this process could go on until P=a~ is reached, 
leaving B with a mere epsilon incentive to bid. But that will 

never happen. Let's look at two possible cases, viz models 



without private benefits (i.e. Ss fixed at Vs), and models where 

Ss is a decision variable. 

If Ss=Vs (no private benefits), then after each failed bid B can 

increase Ps to make the offer more attractive. But if, for at 

least one T, cT<1, B also has to set ps below Ss=Vs if he wants a 

partial buyout. But this implies that ps=P~ax can never be 

reached. To show this, assume ex absurdo that the bid satisfies 

(19) ps < Ss-1 = Vs-1 (i.e. partial buy-out) 

and 

Ps = ~ax (last-chance bid) 

with ~a~ as given by (3), rounded down to an integer, and with 

Ss=Vs and Bs=O: 

as(Vs - Vc) 
(20) ~a~ = Vs +INT{ -----------} 

b ' 
b = .5-as+1/N 

Since as~O and Vs>Vc, p~ax can never be below Ss=Vs. So (19) and 

(20) are incompatible. Conversely, if not all cT=1 and there are 

no private benefits, there cannot be any successful pivotal

shareholder bid from B as soon as re-bidding is allowed for. In 

successive conceivable "rounds", B would sooner or later have to 

abandon his policy ps < Ss., with the implication that all third 

shareholders fully tender, so that nobody is pivotal anymore. 

Since B then knows in advance that this tendering policy is bound 

to fail, he will not even attempt it: the crucial last-chance 

characteristic is always missing. B's only choice then is a 

strategy with Ss = Vs < Ps· 

Let's next look at situations where Ss is a true decision 

variable,. rather than being exogenously fixed at Vs (i.e., we.now 

assume that private benefits do exist); again, we consider the 

case where, at least for one T, cT<l. Technically it is now 

possible for C to increase Ps to ~a~ without running foul of the 



constraint ps<Ss: from (3), 

Bs + as(Ss - Sc) 
(21) Pma= = Ss +INT{ ----------------} 

b 
b = .5-as+l/N 

Indeed, although Ss > Sc and as ~ 0, Bs can technically be 

negative, such that Pmax can technically be below Ss. This makes 

no economic sense, though: B would be paying out his capital gain 

on the initial stake under the form of negative private benefits, 

leaving him only an epsilon incentive to bid. It would definitely 

be cheaper to bid with a full buy-out strategy where Ps exceeds 

Ss; indeed, from the atomistic [ ,0] case, Ss=l and ps=2 would 

still do. We again conclude that, also in the case of private 

benefits, B will not attempt a pivotal shareholder equilibrium 

type bid. 

Let's finally look at the (unlikely) case of all cT=l (i.e. when 

C narrowly misses a 50% block). Then the constraint Ps<Ss is 

missing, and Ps can reach Pma~ without any technical problems. 

But that outcome again makes no economic sense. Rather than being 

content with an epsilon incentive, B will prefer the full buyout 

strategy with Ps > Ss, which leaves him substantial gains. 

Proposition 6: when the pivotal shareholders are aware that B may 

revise a failed bid ([ ,0] scenario), then there will not be 

any successful bid of the "pivotal shareholders" type, as the 

strategy is dominated by a full-buyout bid with Ps>Ss. 

3.3. The f J Scenario 

Assume that B attempts a bid with ps<Ss. From the preceding 

section we know that, in the absence of countermoves, such a bid 

is bound to fail. Still, in a scenario with countermoves the true 

purpose may be greenmail, i.e. a bid aimed at triggering a 

counterbid rather than at a successful take-over. The question is 



whether any such counterbid can rationally be expected. 

C knows that the current bid is bound to fail if he stays put. 

Then B's only alternative is a bid with pa>Sa, in which case C 

can force pa up to Va-l. So from C's point of view an immediate 

counterbid is useful only when 

or 

(22) Pc < Va + 1 implying Pc < Va 
1 - ac 

Likewise, B will only attempt a bid with pa<Sa when a possible 

immediate counterbid would leave him better off than switching to 

a policy with Sa > Pa = Va-l, i.e. when 

or 

(23) Pc > Va + (1-ac)/ac > Va 

Clearly, (22) and (23) are imcompatible; that is, if B hopes that 

C will counterbid, C will never let himself be greenmailed. This 

eliminates all possible motives for a bid with Pa<Sa. Conversely, 

in his own interest C should refrain from counterbids as long as 

Pa<Sa, and should mount a defense only when B aims at a full buy

out. 

Proposition 7: A bid with pa<Sa cannot used for greenmailing C 

into a counterbid. As it can't convince the third shareholders 

either, such a bid is entirely pointless. 

4. Empirical Evidence 

We obtained some preliminary empirical evidence using the data on 



Belgian take-overs described in de Wouters, Vanhulle, and 

Vermaelen[l988]. In that article, the authors investigate all 

Belgian public offers that took place since 1970. 25 of these 

were "follow-up" bids, made after a friendly deal between C and 

B; 32 bids were "direct" bids without any previous deal between B 

and de Wouters et alii find anticipative price rises of the order 

of 30%, starting as early as six months before the take-over. 

They also compute the "cumulative abnormal return" (CAR) for the 

bidder, which estimates that part of the price rise which is not 

expl~ined by general market evolutions, and therefore is a 

somewhat less noisy estimate of the pure take-over effect. 

Finally, they also compiled bid prices and initial stakes for B 

and C from the prospectus. 

Our testable propositions are that, for hostile bids, 

i) a non-zero initial stake aa is a prerequisite for a succesful 

bid; 

ii) B's gain should be positively related to his initial stake, 

but 

iii) the price ultimately paid is independent of the actual size 

of the initial toehold. 

Hypothesis i) is easily tested. In none of the Belgian take-overs 

there was a zero stake for the bidder. This perfectly conforms 

with the hypothesis that a toehold is essential. 

Hypothesis ii) says that B's gain should be an increasing 

function of the initial stake: 

(24) B's gain = aa (Va-Se) 

This hypothesis is rather hard to test, for three reasons. First, 

the only available estimate for B's gain is the 18-month 

Cumulative Abnormal Return for the bidder. This is a very noisy 

estimate, since during that period lots of other events must have 

affected the stock price; and moreover the target company is on 



average 13 times smaller than the bidder, so that the signal is 

relatively small. 

A large noise-to-signal ratio is no problem if the sample is 

large. This brings us to the second handicap: only 37 bidders had 

stock prices quoted around the take-over. Finally, one more 

problem is revealed if we rewrite (24) in terms of the CAR: 

(25) CAR = (B's gain)/(B's initial stock price, So} + error 

= aB (Vs-Sc)/So + error 

Our third problem, then, is the non-observable nature of (Vs-Sc). 

Our theory, ps=Vs, does make Vs observable, but in a non

stationary world Sc is hard to identify. Given the volatility of 

real-world stock prices, any proxy for Vs-Sc will create a 

serious error-in-variables bias. Of course, there would be no 

problem if (Vs-Sc)/So were constant across stocks. But this is a 

strong assumption; for instance, a high unit gain (Vs-Sc) could 
prompt B to build up a larger initial toehold, implying a 

possible positive association between as and the unobservable 

(VB-Sc); alternatively, if there are fixed costs associated with 

a take-over, there may be a negative trade-off between (Vs-Sc) 

and aB, since either as, or the unit gain, (or both) have to be 

large in order to cover that fixed cost. In sum, we are rather 

agnostic about the relation between (Vs-Sc) and aB. The only 

simple part-solution is to experiment with linear and non-linear 

regressions on as. Some of our equations also included ac, or ac 

orthogonalised on aB (since as and ac had a correlation 

coefficient of .646). Since we almost surely miss the true 

relation, the power of our test is weakened even more. 

In the table below, we just show the t-statistics and the R2 of 
all regression tests: 



CAR = a + b f(as 1 ac) + e N=37 

ac not transformed ac orthogonalised 
f(as,ac) t(b) R2 t(b) R2 

as 1. 06 .045 1. 06 .036 
as/aT .049 .010 .388 .006 
1/ (l-as) .872 .032 .892 .033 
as+ac .756 .024 .701 .021 
-1/(as+ac) 2.24"' .179 1. 78 .121 
1/[1-(as+ac)] .811 .028 .406 .007 

As expected, there is no strong evidence of any association 

between CAR and as: only one t-statistic exceeds two. Still, the 

coefficients all have the correct sign, and are consistent with 

the hypothesis; in other words, our second hypothesis is weakly 

confirmed. 

The third hypothesis is that the bid price is independent of the 

initial stake. To rescale the bid prices into dimensionless 

numbers, we transformed them into percentage bid premia, 

(26) y = ps/Sc-1 

where, for the reasons outlined above, Sc was taken to be the 

stock price six months before the take-over. Of course, this 

again introduces noise, but errors-in-variables in the regressand 

(as opposed to in the regressor) do not lead to biased estimates. 

We accordingly re-ran all the above tests, with the bid premium 

as the left-hand-side variable. As a control group, we also 

included results for the follow-up bids. Since these bids are the 

result of a bargaining process rather than from hostile bidding, 

we might expect bid-prices in that sample to be set differently 

than in the direct-bid sample. The results are as shown below: 



f (a a, .. ) Bid premium= a+ b f(aa, .. ) + e 

follow-up bids (N=32) direct bids (N=25) 
t(b) R2 t(b) R2 

a a -1.18 .038 -.804 .018 
aa/aor -.972 .026 .438 .005 
1/(1-aa) -.860 .021 -.856 .021 
aa+ac -.319 .003 -.278 .002 
1/(aa+ac) -.210 .001 1. 28 .101 
1/[1-(aa+ac)] -.279 .002 .406 .007 

All results for the control sample (follow-up bids) point towards 

a (weak) negative relation; but there is no such effect in the 

direct-bid sample, which conforms most closely to our model. None 

of the coefficients is significant, and their signs are evenly 

spread around zero. This perfectly conforms to our hypothesis of 

no relationship between pa and as. 

4. Conclusion 

A first set of theoretical results bears on possible defense 

strategies on behalf of C: 

* Reorganisations are pointless in an atomistic shareholder 

model; in a pivotal shareholder model with just one possible 

counteroffer, they are as good as a counterbid. 

* C should counterbid in a full-buy-out model. In a pivotal 

shareholder model, C should refrain from either countermove if 

B can revise a failed bid. 

We also obtained the following results as to the bidder's 

incentive to take over the target firm: 

* Since in reality the contestants can also revise their failed 

bids, there will be no pivotal-type bid as proposed in the 

literature17 • Conversely, if hostile bidding is the only meqns 

of acquiring control, the only successful type of bid must be 

17. Except for the case where all cT=l, which is rather unlikely and which 
leaves B only an epsilon incentive. 



of the full buy-out type. 

* In this last type of bid, an initial stake is a strict 

prerequisite; private benefits are necessary to get the 

blackmail effect of a two-tiered bid, but are not sufficient to 

give B an incentive. 

Our empirical evidence confirmed the hypothesis of an initial 

stake as a prerequisite and of no relation between bid prices and 

initial stakes. The evidence in favour of the hypothesis of a 

positive link between B's gain and the initial toehold was not 

conclusive, but did not contradict the hypothesis either. 
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